DAVE CUTHBERTSON & JOHN BARRY

Hagshu: Unfinished Business

The imposing north face of Hagshu climbed in late September 2014
by the Slovenian team Aleš Česen, Luka Lindič and Marko Prezelj.
Their line was just to the right of the left skyline, the last chapter
in a long story that began with Cuthbertson’s story.

I

n the winter of 1986, I was halfway though my assessments to become
a mountain guide. Sitting in the Glenmore Lodge bar with my pal and
co-guide, Mike ‘Woofer’ Wooldridge, he made me an offer.
‘JB and I are going to India to look for some missing friends. Do you
want to come?’ John Barry was at that time principal of Plas y Brenin
in Capel Curig. Four young instructors from the outdoor centre, Mike’s
brother Dave, Ian Kerr, Ian Fox and Steve Briggs were drastically late
coming home from an expedition to Kishtwar. They had seen a picture in
the Alpine Journal of a huge face on an unclimbed peak called Hagshu. The
four lads had gone lightweight, hired no porters, travelled discreetly and
aimed to climb in the best style. They had left few traces of their progress
through the villages of northern India. Due back in Wales in September,
by the start of October fears for their safety were growing. By November,
Mike and Ian Fox’s brother Chris were making search arrangements with
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help from British officials in Delhi. Their plan was to ski into the Hagshu
area, by then heavily snowed up, to the hamlet of Abram, the closest
habitation to Hagshu in the Zanskar valley.
Heavy snow now blocked the roads and vehicles, even trucks, would not
be running. From notes found at the Brenin and overheard conversations,
it was clear the four lads had been aware of travel restrictions due to any
late-lying snow in early summer, so had decided to travel north by train
to Jammu, hire trucks as far as the small town of Kishtwar and then walk
in along the Chenab river, through Machail and Atholi, passing under
Kishtwar Shivling, and then up the remote Hagshu Nullah. From the col
of the same name, at the head of this vast valley, they would start looking
for their mountain. Deep November snow made the ski search impossible
and even getting to Atholi was a superb effort from Mike and Chris but to
no avail. They returned bitterly disappointed without any news. Mike was
now inviting me to help renew the search the following June, along with
JB and Issie Inglis, ski instructor and all-round mountaineer, who was also
working at the Brenin.
Assembling at Heathrow, we emerged from Indira Gandhi airport into
the chaos and heat of Delhi, taking taxis to the home of the British military attaché in Delhi. John Pearson was open about our challenges, some
bureaucratic, most logistical, but he had been a great help to the families
so far, and official letters were given to us, so ‘doors could be opened’
if necessary. The Pearsons kindly looked after us as we made forays into
the city for supplies, but then we had to leave the comfort of the embassy
for the station, the dusty evening light making the maelstrom of people,
cows, vehicles, bicycles even more surreal.
Travelling by train has always excited me, but this journey was something else and I don’t think I slept much. In Jammu, we repacked our
luggage and hired a truck for the next leg of our mission to Kishtwar, on
the south side of the mountains. I hadn’t really experienced this sort of expedition, journeying by truck over mountain passes, through valleys and
small towns. It was really fascinating but unpredictable. The roads were really rough tracks suspended precariously above immense drops into deep
valleys. Mud and broken-down vehicles created hazards for our driver,
sometimes blocking the way. Watching locals replace a driveshaft on a
truck, in the open at night, was incredible. These were resourceful people.
By morning we had pulled into Kishtwar. Along the way, at every
opportunity, we had made enquiries about the missing men: had they been
seen going through here? Did they talk to anyone about which way they
were going? There was nothing to be gleaned: they had clearly been very
discrete. We caught a crowded bus but were soon disappointed to be brought
to a stop by an impassable section of the road. We unloaded the baggage,
hired a few porters, and started our journey on foot along the Chenab.
The powerful river, twisting and turning, gouging out the rocks and soil
of its banks, was an amazing sight, but after three days, the novelty began
to wear off. We turned north up a quieter tributary, glad to be free of the
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constant roar beside us. At the police post at Machail, a friendly police
officer called Abdul Magid showed us the record book, which clearly
proved the lads had passed this way. Apart from that, there was no trace.
Continuing along the river, we headed for Atholi, where we knew, from
Mike’s recce, a bridge would take us over the river to Suncham. Here our
maps showed we would soon turn up the Hagshu valley.
At home, the families had done everything they could, even turning to a
medium for clues. The medium claimed one of the lads was still alive and
after seeing maps of the area, had pinpointed to a spot high up in a side
valley, away from our intended route. There was no way we could ignore the
prediction, and just before reaching Suncham, the valley lay before us. We
had already agreed two of us would divert on a search mission, while the
others would continue towards the Hagshu La. We hired a local man, who
took his sheep up to this spot every summer for grazing. Issie and I followed
him up a steep path for two days, bivouacking among trees. Eventually we
reached the summer pasture, but found only a few stone walls.
There was no point lingering so we sped down and two days later were
re-united with JB and Mike at the entry to the Hagshu Nullah. Here we
found the remnants of winter snows, deep and soft. Our gang of porters
were feeling exposed and weren’t keen on continuing. We tried to keep
them going, breaking trail sometimes in thigh-deep snow. The Hagshu La
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Above: The expedition on its way to
Hagshu, with Cuthbertson still smiling.
(Smiler Cuthbertson)
Left: Trekking in Zanskar, nearing the
Pensi La. Barry’s interest in climbing
Hagshu began with the mysterious
disappearance of four Plas y Brenin
instructors. The road was empty of
traffic after an avalanche tragedy on
the Zoji La. (Smiler Cuthbertson)

(c5300m) beckoned. Hopefully we would see the peak and perhaps some
clue about the lads. Despite the snow it was very hot, the sun reflecting off
into our faces. Several porters melted away, dropped their loads packs and
returned down the valley. Even so, after two full days we made camp on the
Hagshu La, pitching our tents in the early evening, disappointed not to be
able to see much of our surroundings in the late afternoon cloud. A storm
broke later but fortunately was short-lived.
Next morning it was still cloudy, but when I opened the zip of my tent,
a group of what I took to be Zanskaris in the long maroon robes of monks
were approaching the col from the far side in strange, winkle-picker-like
shoes with the toes curled up and laced with what looked like straw. They
passed our three tents in silence and vanished into the mists on the Kish
twar side, never to be seen again. After breakfast we searched around the
col looking for clues, some sign that the boys had been here or where they
might have gone.
It was hopeless. Snow was still falling slowly and softly from thick, cloudy
skies and we had to admit, there was nothing to see here now. Next morning, the sun was out and we could at last observe our surroundings. On the
south side of the col, a ridge led up to a rocky peak we now know is Chiring (6100m). On the north side, our views were obstructed by rock walls
and ridges, but we knew Hagshu should be somewhere in this direction.
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We couldn’t be certain the lads had come this way at all. Had they approached their objective from a totally different place? It was a hopelessly
huge area. We had scant information from the UK, and almost none here.
We could only conjecture. Had they run out of time and decided to drop
down into Zanskar? It would be a quicker way back to civilisation. At that
time of the year, the road from running south from Kargil into the Zanskar
valley would be free from snow. At Kargil you could turn east to Leh or west
to Kashmir.
Without much hope of success, we continued north, descending for a
couple of days to the Zanskar valley, cajoling our porters a little further
through more soft snow and crossing dangerous rivers. It was tough going.
On down the huge valley we went and then suddenly, turning a bend, we
saw a wonderful sight a few kilometres up a side valley to the north. There it
was, Hagshu, with its beautiful, icy north face glistening in the sun. Sitting
there, taking it all in, we realised we now had a problem. Our time in India
was running out and we didn’t have the time or energy to get up that valley
and anywhere near the foot of the face to continue the search. Reluctantly,
we decided to continue down to the road junction, surmising that if the lads
had followed our route, they too would have been short of time, and would,
like us, have descended to the Zanskar valley and gone out that way. So
there was still a chance we could learn something about their disappearance.
Dropping further down the valley, through more deep snow and still
more river crossings, our journey was harder and longer than we imagined,
so we were grateful to be pitching tents on flat, grassy ground, where stone
walls surrounded a few solitary houses. This was Abram, also known as
Hagshu village. The inhabitants comprised a couple of families, six adults
and three children. They made us very welcome but had no news of any
British climbers before us.
Next morning we discovered that no trucks had passed through Abram
since the previous summer. We thought it strange and hired four of the
local men from the village with their horses to carry the baggage. From
the map, we could see we had to cross the Pensi La, our exit from Zanskar
into Ladakh before crossing the famous Zoji La (3528m) into Kashmir. The
prospect of a night on a houseboat beckoned before the night bus to Delhi.
We figured on a maximum of a week’s travel: it would take us 11 days.
It didn’t take us long to realise why. Approaching the Pensi La, we would
regularly cross avalanche cones that had buried the road.
We trekked on for three days: or was it four? I was losing all sense of
time. An old Zanskari soldier, also headed our way, tagged along; he was
full of interesting conversation. At night he and his companions would slip
away from our bivouac spot and return with masses of brushwood. Soon
there would be a cheerful fire to huddle around. The Pensi La was heavily
snowed up on the north side but clear on the south. Even so, there were no
trucks and it took two more days before we turned a bend in the valley to
see the famous landmark of Rangdum monastery perched on its knoll. As
we approached we found a tiny one-roomed stone-built house occupied by a
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Into Zanskar. (Smiler Cuthbertson)

little old man. He told us the monks were away. He offered us some tea but
it was the salted butter variety and I found it difficult to get the liquid down
despite a burning thirst.
Our route now lay over the Zoji La, but we heard of a terrible disaster
there the previous autumn during a freak storm. Many trucks, buses and
cars had been travelling in a convoy along the rough road above a huge
gorge on the Kashmiri side of the pass. A truck broke down, stopping all
vehicles, bumper to bumper. As repairs commenced, an avalanche poured
down on the stationary vehicles, sweeping most them over the cliff and into
the gorge. At least 80 people were killed. From the timing, if the lads had
been involved they would have been at least a month late on leaving their
base camp for the UK. That seemed unlikely but could it be true?
Our crossing of the pass was an eerie one. By now, seven months after
the disaster, much of the debris had been removed but the snow still lay
deep at the summit. We walked through deep channels cut a vehicle’s width
through the snow. A single JCB was at work and as we watched, it exposed
the grill of a buried truck. Down below in the gorge, hundreds of feet lower,
I could see a truck suspended in a clump of trees. We were relieved to drop
down the hill and it wasn’t long before we were clear of snow and were
soon on our way to Srinagar in the back of a truck. We spent two days on
a houseboat, replenishing our energy on Dal Lake, relishing the comfort
but disappointed that we hadn’t achieved much for the families. A tedious
29-hour bus journey, delayed by aggressive Indian troops looking for gun
runners, delivered us back to the Pearson family for a lengthy debrief. Soon
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we were back at our day jobs, but seeds had been sown. It didn’t take long
before we were planning our return, to search once more for JB’s friends and
perhaps climb the huge face of Hagshu.
At this point, I’ll leave JB to tell the story. His writing shames my meagre attempts. A version of this appeared in A Passion for Mountains (2014):
essays written by British mountain guides and edited by the guide Hannah
Burrows-Smith.
*
Some time in the 1980s, writes John Barry, the Alpine Journal published
a black-and-white photo by Stephen Venables of a mountain in Zanskar.
She was a beauty and virgin. She was called Hagshu. I showed the photo
to four mates. They, much taken, convened at the pub that same evening
for a planning conference. And 30 seconds later had decided to go, had it
all figured; all over but the shouting. The shouting went on for some time
after closing, became several decibels more vehement and, in as far as any
remember, met with rather less accord. As these things often go.
They went to climb Hagshu. They never came back. Damndest thing you
ever heard of. Searches were mounted. We found signatures at the police
post at Machail and later a diary: bits of a tent; a lock of hair; scraps of
clothing; a broken campsite; but nothing conclusive and never enough to
hazard a narrative, or plausible explanation. The only thing for certain is
that they’d disappeared.
It was on the search Smiler writes about that I saw Hagshu for the first
time. This was no ordinary hill. It’s about the best-looking bit of vertical
geography on the planet. Ama Dablam, Alpamayo, Thamserku and the
Matterhorn: contenders all, but no cigar. Hagshu’s the mirror-on-the-wall
fairest and unclimbed by any of a half-dozen possible lines. Or was then.
What I saw, from a smart-ish potential base camp, rendered Venables’
photo pedestrian. Here it was, now in glorious Kodachrome: a vision of
primordial, pyramidal, near-equilateral splendour; a shimmering edifice;
a wee stotter. And there and then I thought, maybe even said, ‘Gotta have
a go.’ And by that face. Right there. In the middle. And straight on up the
hey-diddle-diddle. Perverse perhaps, to call the disappearance of mates
a beginning, but that’s the start of this tale.
So began a pilgrimage, a mini-series of adventures, misadventures,
scrapes and escapes and escapades, attempts, essays, farces, failures and
fuck-ups such as you wouldn’t credit. We gave it several goes, ardent suitors
and fantasists that we were. Typhus did for us one go. Or typhoid, I forget.
On another we ran out of gas, or maybe guts: mostly the same thing. This go
was the best because we got it on. Except we didn’t, quite. Went something
like this. Don’t recall the year. But it was Heathrow to Delhi by Aeroflot.
Remember them? Went via Moscow, as they always did, and easily the most
dangerous part of the entire trip.
The team was what may politely be termed eclectic. Let’s hear it for
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Smiler: pathological optimist, Pollyanna and Pangloss all rolled, somewhat
untidily, into one. Nicest man you ever did meet. And, as the soubriquet
hints, Smiler smiled. A lot. Near as damn it, a pretty much permanent, allbut-360-degree latitudinal grin circumnavigated his head in a wrap-round,
enamel-plated wonder of the universe: the physical evidence of the Nir
vana-land of near-permanent optimism that The Smile’s owner inhabited;
a smile so wide that you wondered if there had at some stage been a surgical
intervention. Except no surgeon could have wrought this blinding Colgate
of physiognomy. Even better, all this was weather-proof. Indeed close to
universally proof against all circumstance and human misfortune. Good
man to have on a rainy day. The verbal manifestation of this pathology
was a vocabulary of fantastical, of surreal, optimism, albeit limited in scope
and variety. As far as Smiler was concerned, all humanity, all existence, the
entire universe and beyond, anything and everything in the human register
could be captured in two phrases, two phrases that served universal office
for all of mankind’s existential and lexical needs. They were: ‘Grite!’ (For
‘great’: he’s a Brummie.) That was pretty much standard; covered 90% of
everything and would certainly embrace mere inconveniences like flood,
contagion, plague, disease, avalanche or sundry cluster-fuck. An impressive
span, I think you’ll agree. If things were better than that, for example if
it wasn’t raining or he wasn’t broke, then things were ‘fockin’ grite’. The
sophist or pedant might describe this as a simplistic view of the universe:
a limited take on the complexities of the human condition. The generous
might argue that to smile in permanent defiance of all reason is a gift to
humanity and – yep – Smiler is a gift to humanity.
Then there was Jan, Jan-the-Crow. (Don’t ask.) An old (both senses)
Marine mate, he was a fellow traveller in more madness and scrapes than
you could shake a fist, stick, cudgel, blowpipe, boomerang, spear, pistol,
rifle, 105mm howitzer or anti-aircraft missile at, and Jan had up-close-andpersonal acquaintance with all of those. He is possessed of, some might
say ‘by’, what is probably the finest criminal mind in Europe. Had he been
Russian he would by now be a billionaire oligarch. He’d own a Premier
League club, or all of them, and be paying barristers zillions to sort out his
byzantine affairs and affaires. But he Devon, so it was Plymouth Argyle on
Saturdays and Diamond Lil’s of an evening. Bad-est twinkling-eyed man
you ever did meet. Also nails. Also as kindly and as generous as Christmas. Far as I can judge the history of it, he won the Falklands back all but
single-handed, returning be-medalled and be-trophied, of which trophies
pride-of-place goes to a brand-new Mercedes that Jan liberated from some
Argentinian general in Stanley the day after the surrender, acquired with
a cheeky, ‘General, I am the victor, you the vanquished. Out: you won’t
be needing this anymore.’
That’s the ‘we’ of this tale. Good team to have around; to be around;
to be part of.
There was a four-hour delay to our flight from Moscow, time we invested
in an excursion to the bar. All the other passengers seemed to have beaten
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The idyllic base camp below Hagshu. (Smiler Cuthbertson)

us to it, as well as the crew. The passengers were drunk. All of them. So too
the crew: all of the crew. The bar went ‘Wild East’, the full Vladivostok,
in less time than it takes to order, ‘Tri vodka, pazhalsta’. This is what it must
have been like when all those dodgy billion-dollar gas and utility deals were
going down the other side of Siberia. Here at the bar I’m not sure if it was
supply and demand, or demand and supply, novel concepts to a Russian
at that time, but booze flowed freely and was consumed apace. Glasnost
looked distant then.
Somehow we got to Delhi alive unbeaten and with throats unslit, both
skills in which Jan was an expert. Next day was Delhi to Jammu by train
and then on to fabled Srinagar, ignoring, as always, dire FCO warnings.
(Note to climbers: always ignore FCO advice. It is mostly alarmist and usually wrong.) After hitching a lift on a Leh-bound truck we crossed the Zoji
La to Kargil and two lorry-top days later we rolled into Zanskar, a place
as wild, remote, beautiful, and brutally hospitable as anywhere on earth.
We disembarked at Abring, leaving the Sikh driver and his mate balancing
a primus and an enormous pressure cooker on his knees. And on top of the
pressure cooker, a large rock blocked the pressure valve: no effete, western
safety-culture nonsense for these boys. They bounced on down to Padam
cooking breakfast, a movable, if precarious, feast, while we scouted round
for some likely lads to porter, and after some time had, by sign and histrionic, recruited a couple of very likely lads, and a yak and two ponies.
(An LO may have been handy, but we were unofficial, illegal and skimping.)
Nearby a Genghis-lookalike farmer toiled to till a barren dry-stone-walled
field. He and we apprehended each other with quizzical regard. We were
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contemplating survival on the vertical: a thing, a game, of utter irrelevance,
because we could. He contemplated a hardscrabble struggle on the horizontal: a thing, no game, of existential imperative because he had no choice.
Not for the first time the metaphysics of mountaineering sat uneasily on my
western conscience: the philosophical bollocks of it all.
It had started to snow and was late. We’d go tomorrow. We asked the
farmer if he’d mind if we pitched our tent by a wall that afforded some
shelter from the storm. He insisted that we slept inside, in his parlour, by his
fire. We spread our cushioned mats on the mud floor, a little humbled and
slightly embarrassed by our host’s hospitality as we nestled into our riches
of soft pile and pneumatic down. Come morning, we found ourselves alone
in the house, to discover the entire family, hubby, missus and a couple of
kids, outside in the yard in a snowstorm all huddled under the same yak
skin and a foot of snow. Seemed they had wanted to give us westerners
some privacy. I tried to imagine the roles reversed in Snowdonia. Next day,
first parade, we loaded up, saddled up, booted up and headed up to re-find
that potential base camp I’d spotted on our search. We ambled under cobalt
skies and alongside a silver stream and talked of bear and of snow leopard.
Towards the end of the second day we found it. ‘Potential?’ Check the
thesaurus for synonyms for idyll: paradise, Avalon, Nirvana, Shangri La.
This camp was all these and more. Add any superlative takes your fancy
and you don’t come close. This was veriest heaven: grass; sky; mountains;
a stream; tent-spaces football-field flat; boulders baby-bum smooth for lounging. If heaven is half as fine as this I’d better start minding my manners.
This was a place to spend time: to spend your last time. And in no time we
had our camp, two tents and a tarp in our very own Elysium. And there, up
the road apiece, was Hagshu.
At dawn she was luminescent, by dusk luminous. If you had commissioned Rodin to do you a mountain this is what you’d have got, but only
if he was on form. She wore a come-hither look. The faecal wasteland that
is Everest wears an only-if-you-can-afford-me-and-can-stand-the-stink look.
K2, an if-you-got-the-balls look. Where Everest acquiesces, Hagshu winks.
Where K2 threatens, Hagshu beckons, flaunts. And whereas Everest exacts
its toll in treasure, and K2 in blood, all Hagshu wants is a flirt, and a twostep. If you can step the measure you get to climb. When folk ask ‘Why do
you climb?’ I show them pictures of Hagshu and of that base camp. If that
doesn’t do it, then there’s no point: nothing will. Hagshu, as Jan’s Janner
has it, is ‘proper job’.
Perhaps it’s not a great hill. To be a great hill, a mountain must, I think,
inspire fear, or awe. Everest is not a great hill, except in the narrow sense of
dimension. K2 is. It holds the cards and knows it. Inspires fear and knows
it: has you grasping and gasping for excuses. Everest has you grasping for
your bus pass. No one goes to K2 lightly; you go as a cortege. The world
goes to Everest as the world goes on holiday. You do Everest; K2 does you.
To stand at Concordia and gaze at K2 is to look into your soul and to ask,
‘Do I have it?’ And then to doubt that you do. To stand at Tengpoche and
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gaze at Everest is to be a tourist. To stand at our little base camp was simply to be privileged. Our pristine, unspoilt little beauty up the road stirred
frisson rather than fear.
A couple of days and a reconnaissance later we assembled at the foot of
the north face under an unavoidable, slightly overhanging and doubt-fuelling bergschrund, loins girded, tooled up, psyched up, geometrically central
and plumb-bound on a line that would have met with Signor Comici’s or
any surveyor’s approval: slap bang on the isosceles median from bottom to
top. The first 30ft – okay, make that 20ft – consumed all but about two of my
entire stock of calories. By the application, somehow, of three axes, I got,
somehow, onto the face proper. Some start. Twenty-and-a-bit feet of threethousand-and-quite-a-bit-more and I’m already knackered.
From here we went arrow-straight for the summit. There can few things
finer than having an unclimbed Himalayan face to yourself. The not knowing what’s round the corner, not knowing if the next three feet, never mind
the next three thousand, are possible. Not knowing if you can climb the next
three feet, which is not the same thing. Not knowing where the next breather lies, or belay waits. Not knowing if this is madness, if this is, indeed, your
last time: all that accumulating uncertainty draining, drip, drip, your well
of courage. I love that timeless moment when you are out front and trying
to hold the line: Blake’s ‘holding infinity in the palm of your hand and eternity in an hour.’ You are Vitruvian man, four-square and spread-eagled and
grasping at the farthest corners of a world of a graffito impasto of snow on
rock, a spanning of all of the universe, or the only bit of it that matters to
you, that being those few feet to your immediate front. Anything more than
an inch below your feet is history: done, dispensed with. Anything more
than an inch above your reach is future, maybe even tomorrow and you
hope you have a tomorrow. And framed and bounded by the span of your
spread-eagle the world, your world, climbs with you, move by move, inches
by inches, while below Zanskar waits and whispers, ‘That a man’s reach
should exceed his grasp – or what’s a heaven for?’
We fought the hard yards, cruised the easy ones; grabbed, galloped, gambolled, gavotted and gambled – and won. Made mighty height. Pitch
followed pitch with little drama beyond the sheer, unalloyed, naked,
100%-proof exhilaration of it all. Sure, we got lucky but, this day, we were
good. We were shining.
Little drama that is, except maybe this: towards the end of the day I was
bringing up Smiler. The pitch had been a full rope length and about Scottish
V with next to no gear: a mind-concentrator; a soul-searcher. Smiler seemed
– I couldn’t see him – to be making good progress. Then, of a sudden, the
rope went tight, as in ‘Smiler plus big-hill paraphernalia’ tight. The belay
was good, or I wouldn’t be telling you this, and all held fast. A little later, as
he pulled over onto the stance all teeth and perma-grin, I waited for some
comment, some remark, word, perhaps, of a slip. After all, a fall from a
Himalayan north face is not exactly the quotidian stuff of a weekend’s crag-
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First view of Hagshu. (Smiler Cuthbertson)

ging and must surely earn a token acknowledgement. I examined his face
for some betrayal, and in its absence asked:
‘You come off mate?’
There was a pause, and the smile widened to an aperture-dazzling blinder.
‘Took a flyer mite. … Fockin’ grite!’
It was now dark and past bivy-time. There was a prow of rock stuck out
proud like the bows of a battleship. It offered possibilities, not much more.
We plundered those possibilities, arranging ourselves about the prow, Smiler
and me either side, and an uncomplaining Jan, (personal code: ‘never, ever
whinge’) bent round the bow like a ship’s fender. Nowhere was the ledge
more than two-foot wide, but pegged and pitoned we were safe if not comfy.
Charles Blondin acrobatics with the stove allowed a cuppa. Then sleep.
Sort of.
Dawn. More stove balancing and more tea. Do we procrastinate? You
bet. Bravado’s gone absent. There’s a collective afraid-ness. We procrastinate for several cuppas more and then, tea-fortified and courage collectively
screwed to the sticking place, we go at it for day two. Lines of faith are
followed and faith finds good fortune. (Amazing, though, how tortuous a
direct line can be.) No banter at all now. Work to be done. I led; Jan led;
Smiler led. We lead all three, a mutualisation of afraid-ness.
But if we got no banter we got gusto. And gusto’s sometimes worth a
foot; and a foot is sometimes the difference between up and down, done or
dead. The force is with us again and we go like a train. Hagshu, she doesn’t
lie. We get lucky every pitch. Couloir leads to corner, leads to snow slope,
leads to pitch of mixed, leads to buttress, leads to couloir. I won’t claim it’s
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Under the north face. (Smiler Cuthbertson)

seamless but it goes. Sometimes it goes all Tommy-Cooper-ish ‘jus’-likethat’; sometimes it goes only with a liberal dab of gusto. But always it goes.
Always there’s a hold, an unlocking move that works, a slice of rock that
surrenders, an axe-compliant chunk of ice, an accommodating splodge of
snow and always a belay and something, if only vestigial, to tie to. You can
call it high-mountain savvy. Or you can call it luck. Let’s call it luck.
‘Round there, mate.’
‘Traverse right, mate.’
‘Over there by the crack, mate.’
‘Fuck that!’
‘Cracked it! Fockin’ grite!’ (Guess who?)
‘I’m knackered. About time we bivied.’
‘Don’t look great bivy ground.’
‘There’s always one.’
‘Well you find the bugger. Smart-arse.’
‘This’ll do.’
Cut for an hour and get a feet-over-the-edge ledge, and a peg and a nut
and a screw for a three abreast-ish, beggars-can’t, needs-must bivy. Eat
something. Guzzle tea. Ponder the stars and the madness beyond and think
of – Jeez! What is it exactly that you think of ? And sleep. Sort of.
A snowflake! There’s times when to be awoken by a snowflake’s lover-like
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Smiler, still smiling, belays John Barry
across the bergschrund. (Smiler
Cuthbertson)
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The straightforward initial pitches
of Hagshu’s north face. (Smiler
Cuthbertson)

nose-tweak would be the sweetest awakening imaginable. But here it fell
some way short of a cuddle. I half-woke from a half-sleep. It was snowing
lightly. I dozed. Now it was snowing heavily. I dozed. Now it was heaving
down in torrents of spindrift avalanches, channelled straight through our
bivy by some monstrous conspiracy of fate, weather and geology. Windy
too. Spent the rest of the night shedding increasing accretions of snow.
Words shared are few. Each is lost in his own unspoken, unspeakable anxiety.
Anyway what was there to say? Grim for one is grim for all.
Some semi-conscious huddling time later, a starless black night dawned a
reluctant day of undifferentiated grey. I dug for the stove and, against all odds,
got it going. The night before, a star-spangled Zanskar had been a thousand
feet beneath us. Now it was nowhere to be seen. I was aware of Jan stirring:
the ritual shedding of snow, the punching outwards from the inside of a
still zippered bivy-bag. Snow in a sleeping bag is a wet bag, and a wet bag is
white-flag time. There was a tentative unzipping, a hand carefully brushing,
a nose sniffing and Jan appeared on the end of the nose.
A council-of-war ensued. We had plenty of fuel and fuel is water and
water is life. Some food. But you can go hungry as long as you don’t go
thirsty. Let’s sit it out until tomorrow. There followed a long, doing-nothing
day and the hopeless piling of hope on hope. And then into a second night,
morale sustained by brew and biscuit.
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John Barry leading steeper ground.
(Smiler Cuthbertson)

Avalanche! Smiler, who like us
all, is cocooned and over-the-headzippered in his bivy-bag, is swept
off our half ledge by all-invading
snow in a spluttering, thrashing,
Dervish-desperate dance. Banshee
yells jerk us from our half-sleep.
There’s no sign of Smiler, but inchoate exhortation tells us he is somewhere below. We find him in a torch
beam and drag him up by the anchor
ropes, still fully mummified, get his
head out, dust him off, administer
encouragement and a biscuit and
restore him, worryingly damp, badly
shaken and re-zippered to his bivy
spot. He’s unhappy. Sure as hell he
wasn’t smiling.
By morning all hope was fled. I
woke, if, that is, I had slept, to a continuing maelstrom. As I coaxed the
stove, Jan rolled over and from the
depths of his bag began the mountaineer’s reveille snow-shedding ritual. At last a face appeared cowled like
a monk by his red bivy bag. He made a big show of scanning the horizon,
which was all of a foot away. The situation asked for few words. There was
no longer any hope of up and not much of down. It was hard to see how
things could be worse. While I struggled for something semi-heroic to say,
fumbled for words that might pass into posterity as something less than
abjectly craven, Jan, with shrugged insouciance, an interminable dramatic
pause, and with the affected resignation of a man about to down the first
pint of a summer’s evening at the local, uttered a spectacularly laconic, incongruent, insanely chirpy and faux-philosophical:
‘Yer matey, s’nodda a bad o’ loif.’
Where he found the spirit is an enduring mystery and source of wonder.
Zeno and his Stoic mates might have approved. Retreat was the unspoken
and unsolicited call. We packed as desperate men pack and set up an abseil. I went first. At times like this it takes less courage to be the messenger.
As I prepared to step into the void, I remembered the words of mock
encouragement of a sergeant instructor on my first night jump 20 years back
when learning how to parachute from Her Majesty’s aeroplanes.
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‘Gentlemen. Night jumps: piece of duff. Like jumping from nothing into
fuck all.’
We knew that today ‘fuck all’ was Zanskar somewhere beneath, but it
could have as well been the moon. Here at least we had gravity on our side.
We threw the ropes to wind and void, unable to see little beyond their first
10ft. Where had they gone? Where would they take us? Would there be
a stance at their end? Or anywhere in between? Or an anchor? Then we
abseiled, from nothing into … you got it. How many? Ten? Fifteen? Twenty?
Who’s counting? We’d know when we were down. It’d be flat. Once you
can handle, but 10 times and you’re running low on guts. But we were
absurdly, beyond-deserving lucky. Abseil after abseil the ropes came com
pliantly down on first summons and without snag. And every time we found
anchors to suit our dwindling hardware. Or a spike would volunteer. Something. Fifteen times equals miracle. Could be there is a god.
Some time toward evening we sensed ourselves on the lip of the berg
schrund, the spot from which we’d set out in blithesome hope three days
before. Now there was no anchor, or none that in our beaten state we could
think to conjure and our supply of hardware was exhausted. We remembered it was 30ft feet. Or 20ft. Chucked our sacs over and on hearing no
report prayed for feet of forgiving new snow, and on a count of one-twothree we jumped. Into and onto Zanskar. The landing was neck-deep and
soft: never have three been so happy to be buried alive. We laughed like
madmen. And Smiler said – well, you know what Smiler said. For once it
was spot on.
So we get down, obviously. This isn’t posthumous. A trudge back to base
camp for a final night in a blizzard-besieged paradise, but paradise still,
and then we’re down the road, passing through Abring where the same
farmer toiled. And I thought … Because he must … Because we can …
The absurdity. The idiocy of it all, the sheer, unutterable daftness. I couldn’t
recall who said life is a great cosmic joke played on itself. But he had a point.
At the road a single half-cocked thumb stopped the first truck and we
clambered atop and roared off toward Srinagar for a bath. I was still lost
in the magical realism of it. That Marquez didn’t know the half of it. But
trying to make some sense of it as we settled into the rooftop box for the
20-hour trip across Zanskar, about to get twaddle-bound, Jan ushered in
some sense.
‘See-mate-I-told-’ee. S’nodd-a-bad-o-loif.’ (Which may be transliterated
as: ‘See mate, I told you. It’s not a bad old life’?)
The end? One day someone will. Someone may have. If not, it belongs
now to the boldest: which ain’t me any longer. A couple of grand, 30 seconds planning and some courage. Stand at the foot, look up, count to three
and go. Go straight and do right by her. She never lied to us. And she let us
off. As Jerry Lee nearly said, ‘Hagshu? You broke my heart, you broke my
will, but what a thrill.’
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Bad weather trapped the team within striking distance of the top.
(Smiler Cuthbertson)

*
Smiler continues: The route has now been done, but maybe, only maybe
now, I’ll return one day. I often thought of calling JB and Jan to suggest:
‘Let’s have another crack?’ Things (and life) got in the way. Hagshu
became a dream unfinished. The alert we may have missed the boat came
with news that Mick Fowler and Paul Ramsden were thinking about the
unclimbed face as a project. Mick had seen Hagshu on one of his many trips
and now, after some research, had decided it was time to try. They faced
an unusual situation when too many permits were granted for Hagshu, all
well documented in the Alpine Journal. Aleš Česen, Luka Lindič and Marko
Prezelj, three excellent Slovenian climbers, were also intent on going for the
north face. As is his nature, Mick avoided any conflict and they climbed
Hagshu’s north-east face, with the Slovenians achieving a two-day success
on the north face a few days before. Looking at the photo of Aleš embarking
on the steep ice, just above where JB, Jan and I had got to in 1990, shows
what great climbers they are, doing the complete new route on the north
face in one very long day, for which they were awarded the Piolet d’Or.
• Dave ‘Smiler’ Cuthbertson died after a short illness on 2 May 2019. His
obituary appears on page 363.
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